Many RNA structures are assembled from a collection of RNA motifs, which appear repeatedly and in various combinations. Identification of RNA structural motifs will enhance our understanding of RNA structures and functions. Searching for secondary structural patterns in sequence databases is the basic technique and fundamental problem for extracting and identifying such motifs. A number of algorithms and programs have been developed for this purpose.
Introduction
RNA secondary structures play an important role in regulating gene expressions. Many of these RNA structures are assembled from a collection of RNA motifs. These basic patterns appear repeatedly and in various combinations to form different RNA types and define their unique structural and functional properties. Identification of RNA structural motifs will therefore enhance our understanding of RNA structures and their association with functional and regulatory elements.
An important technique for extracting and identifying secondary motifs is to search patterns in sequence databases. A number of algorithms and software have been developed for this purpose. Early attempts in structural motif searching were designed for specific families, e.g., FAStRNA [6] for tRNAs, and CITRON [10] for group I introns. Tools for general secondary structures appear in [3, 11, 15] . In those general purpose tools, description of secondary structures is very flexible, but the major drawback is that such definitions do not allow efficient searching algorithm.
In [7] , a representation which extends regular expressions with pairing operators, called secondary expressions, is developed for describing secondary structure. Here we work on the following problem: given a secondary expression P and a string T , we want to find all (exact) occurrences of P in T .
If P is a string, there are many elegant linear or sub-linear algorithms [8] . If P is a regular expression of size m, one can convert the expression into a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) with O(m) nodes and search in O(mn) time, where n is the length of the text string [1] . Another choice is to convert the expression into a DFA and search in O(n) time. However, the DFA might have 2 m states [1] .
In this paper, we give algorithms for finding all exact matches of a given secondary expression in O(nm 3 ) time, where m is the size of the secondary expression and n is the size of the text. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Definitions and preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem. Section 4 describes a more efficient algorithm by keeping history links.
By definition, every sl or sr region is paired with a unique complement region, and an sl region always appears before its complement sr region.
Since an RNA secondary structure contains non-crossing base-pairs and unpaired bases, any RNA secondary structure can be described by a secondary expression. However, secondary expression cannot describe tertiary structures such as pseudoknots, where there are crossing base-pairs.
An important subset of secondary expression is hairpin expressions, which are defined by recursively applying (R1) and (R2) only. (Note that the definition of secondary expression in [7] is equivalent to our hairpin expression.) A hairpin expression can only model one stem-loop structure, but cannot describe multiple loops.
Example 1:
is a hairpin expression, and also a secondary expression.
is a secondary expression, but not a hairpin expression. The language L(S) accepted by a secondary expression S is defined recursively as follows: (1)if S = (E 1 , p), then L(S) = L(E 1 ), where L(E 1 ) is the language accepted by the expression
Example 2: The language of S 1 in Example 1 is
{AAU T, AAGU T, AAGCU T, AAGGCU T, AAAU T, AAAGU T, AAAGCU T, AAAGGCU T }.
The problem we are going to study in this paper is: given a text (string) T and a secondary expression P , find all occurrences of substrings of T that are in L(P ).
Finite Automata for Secondary Expressions
In order to design algorithms, it is convenient to represent a secondary expression as a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA).
The construction of a NFA for a secondary expression S is based on the NFA of the network expression of S. There exist several techniques to build an NFA from a network expression [9] . ϕ F a F a: RS : Figure 1 : Constructing an NFA for network expression. (a) the NFA for an expression a for a ∈ Σ is simply a state labelled with a. (b) the NFA for the expression RS denoted as F RS , is obtained by linking two NFA F R and F S . (c) the NFA for the expression R|S denoted as F R|S , is based on F R and F S and two new states are added.
Here we adopt the classical Thomson construction as follows; (a) the NFA for an expression a for a ∈ Σ is simply a state labelled with a; (See Figure 2 (a).) (b) the NFA for the expression RS, denoted as F RS , is obtained by linking two NFA's F R and F S ; (See Figure 1 (b).) (c) the NFA for the expression R|S, denoted as F R|S , is based on F R and F S and is shown in Figure 1 (c). The automaton of every expression E has one source state and one sink state, denoted as θ E and φ E , respectively. We also use θ and φ as the source and sink of the whole NFA. The automata thus constructed have the following property:
1. every state has an in-degree and out-degree of 2 or less;
2. the number of states in F is linear in terms of the secondary expression size. Now we extend the NFA of a network expression to the NFA of a secondary expression by including pairing information. Every state s in a NFA belongs to a region, and we say s is an sl (, p, sr) state respectively. According to the above construction procedure, the two subgraphs of NFA corresponding to a pair of complement regions have the same underlying undirected graph. We say s is the complement state of t, denoted s = t.comp, if s and t are in two complement regions, and correspond to the same vertex in the underlying undirected graph.
In traditional NFAs, a word w is accepted by an NFA F if there exists a path between θ and φ such that the sequence spelled by concatenating all labels in the path equals to w. For the NFA of a secondary expression, we have additional requirement that two complement states are either both in the path, or both not.
An order among states is defined for the description of algorithms.
Definition 1 An F-order (≺ F ) on states is a total order defined recursively by following rules: (1) if E = E 1 E 2 , then for any state s in E 1 , and any state state
s18 s19 s20 ϕ= Figure 2 : NFA for secondary expression
if E is an sl or p expression, then for any s in E 1 , and any t in
For example, Figure 2 is the NFA for secondary expression S 1 , and the states are labelled by their F-order. A pair of complement states are linked with a dotted line.
Denote s.pre the largest state t satisfying t ≺ F s , and s.succ the smallest state t satisfying t F s. It is easy to verify that F-order has following property:
1. If s is the complement state of t, and both s and s.pre are sl states, then s.pre is the complement state of t.succ;
2. If s = ε , then both s.in and s.out contain a unique state.
Dynamic Programming Algorithm
We first describe the algorithm for the hairpin expression. After that, we extend the algorithm to work for any secondary expression.
Matching a Hairpin Expression
Recall that a hairpin expression models a stem-loop structure, so there is a p region at the middle of the expression representing the loop such that all sl expressions are to its left and all sr expressions are to its right. Such a p region is caled the middle p region. The middle state ms is defined as the source state of the middle p region, and we assume that it is labelled with ε. (If the source state is not ε, we can insert an ε-state without changing the language of the NFA.)
We start with a middle state ms. The main idea of this algorithm is to decide whether a substring of T can be derived from a subautomaton of F with a dynamic programming approach.
Definition 2
The SubAutomaton of an NFA F between state s and t (s F t), denoted F (s, t), is the subgraph of F containing all paths from s to t.
Given a text T and a secondary expression S (|T | = n, |S| = m), we first construct the NFA F of S. Let s and t be two states in F , where
. . T j can be accepted by F (s, t), and f alse otherwise. B(i, j, θ, φ) = true means that the substring T i+1 . . . T j is accepted by the automaton F . Therefore, our goal is to decide the values of B(i, j, θ, φ)'s, for all i, j.
Since the subautomaton F (ms, ms) only accepts ε, we have the following initial condition.
We compute B(i, j, s, t)'s with the following recurrence equations:
if s and t are p states, and t.pre is a p tate
if s and t are p states, and t.pre is not a p state
if s is an sl state, t is an sr state, and t = s.comp
Proof.
(1) Consider the first formula where s, t and t.pre are p states. If t is labelled with a character c = ε, then in order to make T i+1 . . . T j accepted by F (s, t) , T j must be equal to c, and T i+1 . . . T j−1 must be accepted by the rest of subautomaton F (s, t 1 ) where t 1 is a state immediately preceding t.
If t is labelled with ε, then t consumes no character. T i+1 . . . T j can be accepted by F (s, t) if and only if T i+1 . . . T j can be accepted by F (s, t 1 ).
Combining the above two cases, we get the first formula.
(2) If s is labelled with a character c = ε, then in order to make B(i, j, s, t) true, T i+1 must be equal to c, and T i+2 . . . T j must be accepted by the rest of subautomaton F (s 1 , t) where s 1 is a state immediately following s.
If s is labelled with ε, then T i+1 . . . T j can be accepted by F (s, t) if and only if T i+1 . . . T j can be accepted by F (s 1 , t).
Combining the above two cases, we get the second formula.
(3) When s is an sl state, t is its complement sr state. If s is labelled with a character c = ε, then t is labelled with c , the complement of c. In order to make B(i, j, s, t) true, we must have: T i+1 = c, T j = c , and T i+2 . . . T j−1 is accepted by the rest of subautomaton F (s 1 , t 1 ).
If s is labelled with ε, then t is also a ε state. T i+1 . . . T j can be accepted by F (s, t) if and only if T i+1 . . . T j−1 can be accepted by F (s 1 , t 1 ).
Combining the above two cases, we get the last formula.
2 For each fixed pair of (i, j), the order to compute B(i, j, s, t) is as follows: At the beginning, both s and t are at ms, the source state of the middle p region. Fix s, move t forward until t is about to enter an sr expression. The definition of a hairpin expression guarantees that s and t are about to enter a pair of complement regions. Now move s backward and t forward simultaneously until they move out of the two pairing regions, keeping them to be complement states. Again, move s backward with t fixed until s is going to enter an sl expression; then move t forward with s fixed until t is going to enter an sr expression; and then move them together when they are in a pair of complement regions. Repeat the procedure until s reaches θ and t reaches φ.
For example, consider the secondary expressoin S 1 and its NFA in Figure 2 . The order of pairs of states computed is as follows: (s 11 , s 11 ), (s 11 , s 12 ), (s 11 , s 13 ), (s 11 , s 14 ), (s 10 , s 15 ), (s 9 , s 16 The algorithm is given in Figure 3 . The procedure ComputeB() computes B(i, j, s, t)'s as described above. It takes 6 parameters as input: i and j are two indices of the string; s starts from the state start s and ends at end s; similarly, start t and end t are starting state and ending state of t, respectively. The main procedure first initializes B(i, j, ms, ms) as Lemma 1, and then calls ComputeB() with s and t both starting from ms and ending at θ and φ, respectively. Note that k is iterated from 1 to m, because we need to consider only the substrings of lengths at most m. (m is the size of the input secondary expression). Now we analyze the complexity of Algorithm 1. According to the property of NFA, for any state s, |s.out| ≤ 2, and |s.in| ≤ 2. Thus, computing a B(i, j, s, t) as in Lemma 2 takes constant time. In each iteration of the while loop, s moves backward, or t moves forward, or both. Thus, for a fixed (i, k), the execution time of while loop is no more than the number of states in F , which is O(m). Since there are n × m (i, k)'s, the total time required is O(m 2 n).
Matching a Secondary Expression
Now we extend the algorithm to solve the general case of a secondary expression. We solve the problem based on the recurrence definition of secondary expressions.
Case (R1): S = (E 1 , p). In this case, S is a hairpin expression and thus can be solved with Algorithm 1.
Case
where S is a secondary expression. Let θ S and φ S be the source and sink states of region S. Suppose that S has been matched against T . After computing B(i, j, θ S , φ S )s, B(i, j, θ S , φ S ) can be computed by calling procedure comB(i, j, θ S , φ S , θ S , φ S ).
Input Text T of length n, NFA F for a hairpin expression S of length m, and the middle state ms Output all (i, j) such that T i+1 . . . T j is a matching of S.
for i = 1 to n, k = 0 to m do set B(i, i + k, ms, ms) as Lemma2; for i = n to 1 do for k = 1 to m do call comB
procedure comB(i, j, start s, start t, end s, end t) s = start s; t = start t; while (s F end s or t ≺ F end t) do if s.pre is a p state then s = s.pre; else if t.succ is a p state then t = t.succ; else s = s.pre, t = t.succ; compute B(i, j, s, t) as Lemma3;
Figure 3: Algorithm 1: matching a Hairpin Expression
Input Text T of length n, NFA F for a secondary expression S of length m Output all (i, j) such that T i+1 . . . T j is a matching of S.
ComputeS(S 1 ); ComputeS(S 2 ); for i = 1 to n, j = i to i + |SecExp| do for k = 0 to |SecExp| do if B(i, k, θ S 1 , φ S 1 ) = true and B(k, j, θ S 2 , φ S 2 ) = true then B(i, j, θ SecExp , φ SecExp ) = true; In this case, we guess a breaking position k in the string. T i+1 . . . T j is a match of S, if and only if T i+1 . . . T k can be derived from S 1 , and T k+1 . . . T j can be derived from S 2 . S 1 and S 2 are matched against T first. After that, we compute B(i, j, θ S , φ S ) as follows:
The algorithm is given in Figure 4 . ComputeS() is a recurrence procedure that takes a secondary expression SecExp as input and matches SecExp against T . It uses the procedure ComputeB() in Figure 3 when computing.
Let t S be the number of times that (R3) is used in S. We prove that Theorem 3 The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O((t S + 1)m 2 n), where |T | = n, |S| = m and t S is the number of times that (R3) is used in the secondary expression.
We prove it by induction. Case (R1). According to the analysis of Algorithm 1, the time complexity is O(m 2 n). In this case, t S = 0, so the conclusion holds.
(The argument is similar to Algorithm 1.) In this case, t S = t S . Therefore, the time to compute S is
Case (R3). S = S 1 S 2 . According to the induction, ComputeS(S 1 ) and ComputeS(S 2 ) take time O((t S 1 + 1) * |S 1 | 2 n) and O((t S 2 + 1) * |S 2 | 2 n), respectively. In this case, t S = t S 1 + t S 2 + 1. Therefore, the time to compute S is
4 Matching Algorithm with History Links
In this section, we introduce another algorithm that keeps history links. The worst case time complexity of this algorithm is the same as that of Algorithm 2. However, it works much faster in most cases.
Before describing our algorithm, we give a quick review of the classical regular expression scanning algorithm with NFA [8, 16] . Let S(i) be the set of states s satisfying that some suffix of T 1 . . . T i can be accepted by subautomaton F (θ, s). If φ ∈ S(i), there is one or more occurrence of P ending at i. S(i) can be calculated from S(i − 1) by starting from any state in S(i − 1) or the ε-closure of θ, then moving forward by one state labelled T (i) followed by zero or more state labelled ε. The size of S(i) is O(m) , so is the time to calculate S(i). We need to compute all S(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so the total time complexity is O(nm).
Contrary to regular expressions, secondary expressions have an additional requirement that the derivation of an sr expression is decided by that of its sl counterpart. If we know what the corresponding sl character is when an sr character is to be matched, the problem is settled. Therefore, we extend the classical regular expression scanning algorithm by keeping history links to record the positions in T that match with the complement state of the current state.
History links
For each T i in the text, S(i) is defined in the same way as for regular expression, i.e., S(i) is the set of states s satisfying that some suffix of T 1 . . . T i can be accepted by subautomaton F (θ, s). For each sr state s in S(i), we define S(i).s.Hlink to be the set of valid positions j, where T k . . . T i (for some k ≤ j) is accepted by subautomaton F (θ, s) and in this process F (θ, s) reaches the complement state of s after accepting T j . For example, consider the NFA for S 1 in Figure 2 . Suppose the text is T = CACAAGCU T U . S (6) .s 15 .Hlink = {5, 6}. Note that j may not be unique for some reasons, e.g., k (the starting point of the pattern) is not unique for the text etc. Once we have S(i).s.Hlink for an sr state, we can move forward to match T i+1 with the NFA for the secondary expression.
In order to correctly compute Hlinks for sr states, we need to record history information for p states and sl states, too. For a p state s, the sl region E right before s is the rightmost sl-region such that all states in E are before s, while all states in its complement sr region are after s in the secondary expression. Let H s be the sink state of the sl region that is right before a p state s. We define S(i).s.Hlink, where s is a p state, to be the set of valid positions j, where T k . . . T i (for some k ≤ j) is accepted by subautomaton F (θ, s) and in this process, F (θ, s) reaches H s after accepting T j . This information will be passed to its complement state (the source state of the complement sr region) via those p states in between.
Since we also want to know the starting positions in the text that a secondary expression is matched, if no sl region is right before the p state s, we define S(i).s.Hlink to be the set of k's such that T k . . . T i is accepted by subautomaton F (θ, s) .
For a source state s of a sl region, S(i).s.Hlink is defined the same as p states. (See Case 6 below.) For a sl state that is not a source state of a sl region, we do not have to keep the links.
Once we have S(i).s.Hlink for each sr state, we can move forward to match the text. Similar to the classical algorithm for regular expression, S(i) can be computed based on S(i − 1) and S(i − 1).s.Hlink for each s ∈ S(i − 1) by starting from a state s in S(i − 1) or the ε-closure of θ (We always have to consider states in ε-closure of θ since any position in the text could be the starting positoin of a pattern. S(0) is set to be empty at the beginning), and moving forward to next state t matching T i followed by zero or more ε state(s). If t is a p state or a sl state, state t matches T i if state t is labeled with T i . If t is a sr state, state t matches T i if state t is labeled with T i and T i is complement to T j−1 for j ∈ S(i − 1).s.Hlink. Now we focus on how to maintain S(i) and S(i).s.Hlink for each s ∈ S(i) when scanning the text. Suppose we have scanned the text T 1 T 2 . . . T i−1 , and S(i − 1) and S(i − 1).s.Hlink for each s ∈ S(i − 1) have been computed. Let t be a state that is labeled with T i and t ∈ s.out for some s ∈ S(i − 1) or the ε-closure of θ. (For a state s in the ε-closure of θ, s.Hlink = {i}.) Consider the following cases. Case 1. s and t are both p states: add t to S(i) and set t.Hlink = s.Hlink; (Pass s's information to t.) Case 2. s and t are both sr states: We use the following codes. add t to S(i); for each position j ∈ S(i − 1)s.Hlink do add j − 1 to S(i).t.Hlink; for each j ∈ S(i).t.Hlink do ( if T j is not complement to T i then delete j from t.Hlink;) if t.Hlink is empty (after checking) then delete t from S(i);
Here we have to check if T i is the complement character of its sl counterpart. That is why we have to introduce history links. Case 3. s and t are both sl states: add t to S(i). No need to to maintain S(i).t.Hlink; Case 4. s is the sink of an sl region: add t to S(i) and set S(i).t.Hlink = {i − 1}.
Here we remember the position and thus the character of the end of a sl region. This information will be passed to the source state of the corresponding sr region via p states in between. Case 5. s is a p state and t is an sr state: we use the following codes. add t to S(i); set S(i).t.Hlink = S(i − 1).s.Hlink; for each j ∈ S(i).t.Hlink do ( if T j is not complement to T i then delete j from t.Hlink;) if t.Hlink is empty (after checking) then delete t from S(i);
In this case, t is the source state of the sr region (that we are going to match with the text) and the information about the sink state of the corresponding sl region is passed. We then use the passed information to check if T j and T i are complement characters. Case 6. s is the sink of an sr region: add t to S(i) and set t.Hlink = p∈S(i−1)s.Hlink
S(p).(s.comp).Hlink;
Here each p ∈ S(i−1)s.Hlink is the starting position of the matched stem (both sl region and sr region are matched to T k . . . ...T i ). s.comp is the source state of a sl region, and S(p).(s.comp).Hlink contains the valid positions of the sink state of the sl region right before t, i.e., the sl region has been matched against the text and its corresponding sr region is going to be matched. The following example illustrates this case.
When matching T 9 = A, we reach s, and S (9) .s.Hlink = {3, 6} (both U GCA and U CGU GCA are matches of E 2 E 3 E 2 ). For T 3 = U , we have recorded S(3).θ E 3 .Hlink = {2}, which points to the valid position of φ E 1 ; and for T 6 = U , we have recorded S (6) .θ E 3 .Hlink = {5}. Now we come to T 10 = U and reach t from s, and S(10).t.Hlink = p∈S (9) .s.Hlink
we get the valid positions of φ E 1 in t.Hlink, and can use them when matching (E 1 , sr). Case 7. s is a p state and t is an sl state: set t.Hlink = s.Hlink. (Pass the s's information to t.)
After t is included in S(i), any state t in the ε-closure of t is added to S(i) and S(i).t .Hlink is set to be the same as S(i).t.Hlink.
The algorithm is given in Figure 6 . Again, we assume that θ is labelled with ε. If not, we can insert an ε-state as the source state without changing the language of the NFA. Example 4: Let S 1 in Figure 2 be the secondary expression and T = CACAAGCU T U the text. For each state s in S(i), we use a set to indicate Hlink. The computing result is as follows: S(1) : − Input Text T of lengthn, NFA F for a secondary expression S Output all (i, j) such that T i . . . T j is a matching of S. 1 for i = 1 to n do 2 compute S(i); 3 compute S(i).s.Hlink for each s ∈ S(i); 4
if φ ∈ S(i) then for each j in φ.Hlink do output (j, i); Theorem 4 The worst case time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n(sh+lh 2 )), where l is the number of sl regions in S, s is the maximum size of S(i), and h is the maximum size of S(i).s.Hlink.
Proof.
When maintaining S(i).t.Hlink, Cases 1, 2, 5, and 7 take time O(|Hlink|) = O(h). Cases 3 and 4 take constant time. Therefore, except for case 6, maintaining S(i).t.Hlink takes time at most O(h) for each s. Since there are at most s state in the NSF, we know that for each fixed i, Cases, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 takes at most O(sh) time. Now consider Case 6 . For an sr sink φ E , the size of its Hlink is bounded by h. Also, for each possible position p of θ E , the size of its Hlink is bounded by h. Therefore, the union operation to update S(i).t.Hlink takes time O(h 2 ). For each i, there are l sr sinks, so Case 6 takes time at most O(lh 2 ).
Combining the two cases, for each i, the execution time is bounded by O(sh + lh 2 ). Thus the whole algorithm takes time O(n(sh + lh 2 )). 2 By the definition of Hlink, the size of Hlink of any state is at most the length of a word derived from S, which is O(m). The size of a state set S(i) is also bounded by O(m). Therefore the worst case time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(lm 2 n), which is the same as that for Algorithm 2. However, usually S(i) does not contain all states in the NFA and S(i)s.Hlink does not contain all m possible positions in the text. Thus, Algorithm 3 is much more efficient in practice.
The space required is O(lm 2 ) that is required for keeping all S(i).t.Hlink.
Conclusion
We have presented algorithms for searching exact matches of secondary structure patterns in strings. To our knowledge, these are the first polynomial algorithms on this problem. In biological applications, it is extremely useful to include sets of characters in expression, e.g. R for A|G (purine), N for A|C|G|U . It is straightforward to extend these algorithms to allow such symbols in expressions. We only need to modify the NFA to allow multiple characters in one state. We can also consider more powerful expressions, for example, expressions that can model higher order structures like pseudoknots.
Approximate matching is also useful in biological study and might be a direction to pursue.
